
HONORS BIOLOGY SEMESTER EXAM REVIEW 

 

Scientific Method 

1. What’s the difference between an inference and an observation? 

Observation – information you gather using your 5 senses  

Inference – an explanation/assumption made based on your observation  

 

2. What's a scientific hypothesis? 

An proposed explanation that can be tested using the scientific method 

 

3. What's the difference between a dependent and an independent variable? 

IV = the one thing you are changing in the experiment (x-axis) 

DV = the resulting thing that changes based on what you changed (y-axis) 

Example: The effect of light on plant growth – IV = light, DV = plant growth 

 

4. What is a controlled experiment? 

An experiment where only one variable is being manipulated 

 

5. Know about each of the steps of the scientific method: (know this order too) 

Observation, hypothesis, controlled experiment, theory, verification 

6. Know the following: scientific theories do not become laws, and laws do not become theories, they are two 

different things.  Scientific theories are well tested explanations and scientific laws are well tested descriptions 

 

Biochemistry 

7. What are the three parts of an atom and what are their charges? 

Proton +, neutron 0, electron – 

 

8. How do you determine the number of each of those parts using a periodic table? 

Protons = atomic number, electron = proton (unless ion), neutron = atomic mass – proton   

 

9. What does it mean for an atom to be stable? 

Has a full valence shell (usually 8 electrons) 

 

10. Compare and contrast ionic vs covalent bonds. 

Ionic = complete transfer of valence electron (result is +/- that attract each other) 

Covalent = sharing valence electrons 

 

11. What does it mean that water is a “polar molecule?” 

Due to oxygen pulling more on the electrons, oxygen ends up partially negative and the hydrogens end up partially positive 

 

12. What kind of bonds form between two different water molecules? 

a. Are these bonds strong or weak?  How do you know? 

Hydrogen bonds, they are weak, easy to break  

 

13. Compare and contrast cohesion and adhesion. 

Cohesion = water forming hydrogen bonds with water 

Adhesion = water forming hydrogen bonds with something else 

 

a. Which one leads to surface tension? 

cohesion 

b. What is capillary action? 

Adhesion (but actually cohesion too) 

 

14. What is meant by water having a high specific heat? 

That is takes a lot of heat to change the temperature of water (reason why when boiling water, the pot heats up much faster 

than the water) 

 

 



15. Other properties of water to know: universal solvent, it expands when frozen, large bodies of water moderate 

temperatures 

16. What does it mean to be organic? 

Carbon based 

 

17. What are the four macromolecules of life?   

Carbohydrates, lipids, protein, nucleic acid 

 

18. Know basic functions for the four macromolecules of life. 

Carb = energy; lipid = cell membrane, long term energy, insulation; nuclei acid = genetic material 

Protein = a variety of functions (cell transport, enzymes, fighting infection) 

 

19. What is a monomer of a carbohydrate? 

Monosaccharide 

 

20. What is a monomer of a protein? 

Amino acid 

 

21. What is a monomer of a nucleic acid? 

Nucleotide 

 

22. What are the types of nucleic acids? 

DNA and RNA 

 

23. What's one characteristic all lipids share?  

Hydrophobic (not water soluble) 

 

24. What macromolecule group are enzymes in? 

Proteins 

 

25. What do enzymes do? (know answer in terms of activation energy) 

They speed up chemical reactions (by lowering the activation energy….see graph) 

 

26. How can an enzyme get denatured? (what is denatured?) 

Denatured = when the enzyme loses its shape and can no longer function 

Enzymes get denatured in high temperatures and extreme pH (acidic and basic environments) 

 

27. Recognize the structure of glucose, a nucleotide, a phospholipid, and a basic amino acid.  

 

Cells 

28. What are the three parts to the Cell Theory? 

All cells come from pre-existing cells, cells are the basic unit of structure and function, all living things are made of cells 

 

29. What lab equipment helped with the development of the Cell Theory? 

Microscopes 

 

30. What is spontaneous generation and how was it disproven? 

That living organisms can be produced from nonliving things.  

Disproven with experiments like Redi’s with the meat. Uncovered steaks “developed” maggots but covered steaks didn’t 

 

31. What's the main difference between eukaryotic cells and prokaryotic cells?   

Presence of a nucleus (prokaryotes don’t have a nuclear membrane around their DNA, eukaryotes do) 

 

32. What organelles do prokaryotic cells have? 

Ribosome is the only true organelle (also have cytoplasm, cell membrane, cell wall, DNA) 

 

33. Give examples of both cell types. 

Prokaryote = bacteria; Eukaryote = plants, animals, fungus, protists 

X= substrate 
Y=enzyme 

Z=products 



34. What are some main differences between plant and animal cells? 

Plants cells have cell walls, chloroplasts, and large central vacuoles 

 

35. Know the following organelles: chromatin, mitochondria, chloroplast, vacuole, ribosomes, nucleus, nucleolus, 

lysosome, cell membrane, golgi apparatus, endoplasmic reticulum (know both structure and function) 

 

36. What is the order that proteins travel through the endomembrane system from production to export? 

Made on ribosomes on Rough ER, sent in vesicles to Golgi, sent in vesicles to cell membrane, does exocytosis  

 

37. What is meant by the “phospholipid bilayer is semipermeable?” 

The cell membrane allows only some things to enter/exit 

 

38. What's the difference between active and passive transport (in terms of types of molecules transported, 

concentration gradient, and energy usage) 

Active = low to high, requires ATP 

Passive = high to low, doesn’t require ATP (diffusion (gases), facilitated diffusion (ions)) 

 

39. What is the energy molecule that drives active transport? 

ATP 

 

40. Compare and contrast diffusion and osmosis. 

Diffusion is any movement down its concentration gradient 

Osmosis is the diffusion of water 

 

41. What happens to cells placed in solutions that are hypertonic, hypotonic, isotonic?  

In hypertonic, cells shrink 

In hypotonic, cells swell 

In isotonic, cell stays same 

 

42. What is the difference between endocytosis and exocytosis? 

Endocytosis = cell bringing in substances (pinocytosis = fluids, phagocytosis = solids) 

Exocytosis = cells secreting, releasing substances 

 

Photosynthesis and Cellular Respiration 

43. What are the reactants and products of photosynthesis? 

Reactants = water, carbon dioxide (needs energy from light) 

Products = glucose, oxygen 

 

44. What are the two stages of photosynthesis? 

Light dependent reactions and Calvin Cycle 

 

45. In what organelle does photosynthesis take place?  Where in that organelle do the two stages occur? 

Chloroplast; LCR in thylakoid, CC in stroma 

 

46. What happens to water during photosynthesis?  What significant byproduct does this produce? 

Water is split during LDR, this is what releases the oxygen **Plants don’t convert CO2 to O2** 

 

47. Overall, what is the main point of photosynthesis? 

Produce “food” (glucose) for the plant 

 

48. What are the reactants and products of cellular respiration? 

Reactants = glucose, oxygen 

Products = water, carbon dioxide, ATP 

 

49. What is the overall purpose of cellular respiration? 

Produce energy (ATP) for the organism 

 

 

A Hypotonic       B Hypertonic 

Water will move from A to B 



50. In what organelle does cellular respiration take place? 

Mitochondria 

 

51. What are the three stages of cellular respiration? 

Glycolysis, Krebs cycle, electron transport chain 

 

52. Where does each stage occur within the cell? 

Glycolysis (in cytoplasm); Krebs (matrix of mitochondria); ETC (on inner membrane of mitochondria) 

 

53. What is the role of ATP made from cellular respiration? (which stage makes the most ATP?) 

Role of ATP = to keep the organism alive 

ETC makes the most ATP 

 

54. What does photosynthesis make that cellular respiration needs? (two things) 

Glucose and oxygen 

 

55. What does cellular respiration make that photosynthesis needs? (two things) 

Water and carbon dioxide 

 

56. How do cellular resp. and photosynthesis compare in terms of energy consumption/storage and energy release? 

Photosynthesis requires energy input (from sun) 

Cellular respiration releases energy (in form of ATP) 

 

57. What is the difference between aerobic and anaerobic respiration? 

Aerobic requires oxygen and produces a lot of ATP 

Anaerobic does not require oxygen 

 

58. What is fermentation? 

Anaerobic production of ATP, lactic acid vs alcohol fermentation 

 

Plants 

59. Know the functions of the following plant parts: roots, stems, leaves, flower, fruit, cones, seed, stomata, guard cells 

60. Know the three main plant tissue types: ground, dermal, vascular 

Dermal = protection; vascular = transport; ground = photosynthesis and storage 

 

61. What are two types of vascular tissue in plants?  What does each do? 

Xylem (transport water, only up); phloem (transport sugars, up and down) 

 

62. What's the role of transpiration in water movement?  

Transpiration (evaporation of water off a plant), “pulls” water out of a plant through the leaf, due to cohesion more water is 

pulled up a plant 

 

63. When are stomata open? When would they need to close? 

Open during day to get the CO2 needed for photosynthesis 

Close when losing too much water 

 

64. What’s the difference between angiosperms vs gymnosperms? Give an example of each plant type. 

Angiosperm = flowering plants (most plants) 

Gymnosperm = cone producing plants (pine trees) 

 

65. What's the purpose of colorful flowers?    What's the purpose of fruit? 

To attract pollinators, to aid in reproduction 

Purpose of fruit = the disperse seeds 

 

66. Know the structures and functions of an angiosperm flower: anther, filament, stigma, style, ovary, ovules 

 

 

 



DNA Replication and Cell Reproduction 

67. What's the relationship between genes and chromosomes? 

Genes are sections of chromosomes that have information for specific traits 

 

68. What are the three parts to a nucleotide? 

Sugar, phosphate, nitrogenous base 

 

69. What is DNA replication and how does it work? 

When one double helix separates, those strands are used as templates to build new strands, end with two identical DNA 

molecules 

 

70. What are the complementary base pair rules? 

A-T 

C-G 

 

71. What two enzymes are involved in replicating DNA, what do each do? 

Helicase – separates the parent DNA  

DNA polymerase – builds the new DNA using base pair rules 

 

72. What is the role of mitosis during the human life cycle? 

Make more cells for the organism to grow and repair damage 

 

73. Put these stages of the cell cycle in order:  P, C, I, M, T, A 

I, P, M, A, T, C 

 

74. What are the three stages of Interphase?  Which one is the most important?...what happens? 

G1, S, G2 

S = DNA replication, making an exact copy of the DNA, making sister-chromatids 

 

75. After mitosis, what's the genetic relationship between the two new daughter cells and the parent cell? 

Identical 

 

76. What type of cells does mitosis make? (somatic or gametic) 

Somatic  

 

77. Draw a simple sketch of the 4 stages of mitosis (PMAT) with a cell from an organism with a diploid number of 4. 

Refer to your little booklet 

 

78. What affect can a mutation in DNA have on the regulation of the cell cycle? 

A mutation can cause the cell to no longer respond to the regulatory proteins that control the cell cycle – can lead to 

uncontrolled cell division…cancer 

 

79. What causes a tumor to form? 

Uncontrolled cell growth; a tumor = a mass of cells 

 

80. What is the difference between a malignant and a benign tumor? 

Malignant = cells can break off tumor and spread through body = cancerous 

Benign = cells stay in place 

 

81. What is the name of cancerous cells spreading throughout the body? 

Metastasis  

 

Meiosis 

82. What is the role of meiosis during the human life cycle? 

Making sex cells (gametes)  

 

 

 



83. Compare and contrast sister chromatids and homologous chromosomes 

Sisters = identical, formed after DNA replication 

Homologous = a pair, one from each parent (humans have 23 homologous pairs) 

 

84. What's the diploid number of human chromosomes?  Give an example of a type of cell that has this number. 

46 – skin, liver, muscle 

 

85. What's the haploid number of human chromosomes?  Give an example of a haploid human cell. 

23 – sperm, egg 

 

86. What's the main chromosome movement during meiosis?  (like when double file, what separates first, when single 

file, what separates second) 

Meiosis I separates homologous pairs, meiosis II separates sister chromatids 

 

87. After meiosis, what's the genetic relationship between each of the new daughter cells?  

All varied = genetic diversity 

 

88. After meiosis, how do the new cells compare to the parent cell? 

Half the number of chromosomes 

 

89. What type of cells does meiosis make? (somatic or gametic) 

gametes 

 

90. What happens when crossing over occurs? 

The two chromosomes of a homologous pair exchange bits of DNA (occurs in prophase I of meiosis I) 

 

91. Mitosis = ____ploid to _____ploid and Meiosis = ____ploid to _____ploid. 

Mitosis = diploid to diploid 

Meiosis = diploid to haploid 

 

92. Why is sexual reproduction an advantage over asexual reproduction? 

Sexual reproduction produces genetic variation 

 

93. In what ways can asexual reproduction be an advantage over sexual reproduction? 

Asexual reproduction is faster  

 

 


